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17Q303.001
 

Bill Name: 
WolvHaven Competition Bill 

Tabled By: 
TalonPlays, Independent 

Debate: 
1. Have you ever wanted to find a new way to earn money? A new way to be involved in 

the community, or maybe just a way to be noticed easier? I’ve wanted all of those at 
certain points, and that has led me to the WolvHaven Competition Bill. This bill would 
give ways for new and old players alike to get to know each other better, and fulfill the 
wants mentioned earlier. And while you could argue that it is just a waste of time to even 
bother trying something like this, I say it’s more of a way to have players A) use the 
metro more often, B) be more active on the server and, C) find more variety in the 
server. Thank you.[TalonPlays, Independent][Opening Speech] 

2. Although I agree with most of your bill, this server was not built around the metro. The 
metro is not the server’s entire source of income. It does not make any sense to have 
such a bill entirely to support the metro. [CakleFresh, MP, PFG] 

3. Ok, Cackle. Even though the metro is not the entire source of income on the server, the 
whole bill isn’t to support the metro at all. It is to make the community feel closer together 
and I agree there needs to be closer bonding within the community. The metro part of 
the build is a side effect, in my opinion, and I believe the metro is not doing so well right 
now. [Number_101, Independent] 

4. Thank you, Mr Speaker. I would just want to say that I believe this bill is about making 
more ways to have money on the server, not to cause more unity in the server,even 
though it could be a side effect.[_Noodur, MP, HGP] 

5. I want to say to _Noodur that you had it wrong - the purpose of this bill is vice-versa. It’s 
mainly to be a different way to provide a sense of unity; the way to earn money / prizes 
just happens to be a side effect. It may be an incentive for players as well, but that is not 
the point of it. [TalonPlays, Independent] 

6. I have a note. The reason the player added about metro in the server, is to attract a type 
of person that has caused conflict between certain players. Having to woo people about 
metro for something utterly unrelated, to cause unity, is a recipe for not having unity for 
some people. [_ezzo, MP, NCP] 
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7. Would the proposer of this bill be satisfied, in the event that the bill fails to pass and 
assuming we have the necessary, to resurrect the minigames world instead? 
Considering most of the competition categories can fall under the minigames aspect and 
we used to have them in the server. So, if we can, why not bring that back instead? Just 
a suggestion [ROM5419, Independent] 

8. It’s been stated that money will be an incentive. Yet, the only way to use money is in 
either small amounts at the city hall vending machines, or at Mattshop. Furthermore, this 
bill would require additional server resources, which we do not have. [CackleFresh, MP, 
PFG] 

9. To Cackle. Money can be used for virtually any reason. I can make people pay for 
apartments; pay for buildings; pay for anything. About Rom’s point of the minigame road. 
The people chose gardellia and trains instead of minigames, especially in the 
referendum months ago, which a lot will atest to. If you want mingames world, you have 
to sacrifice trains, Gardellia, or another world. May the best person win. [_Ezzo, MP, 
NCP] 

10. The bill states that the tournaments require money by what degree does this go to how 
much money would you have to pay and where the money goes to? [Number_101, 
Independent] 

11. Thank you. The numbers aren’t set. The numbers will be revised in a later on bill. But to 
answer the question, the money would go to wherever it would - It could go to a “winner” 
or someone specific for special events. It could go anywhere, it would simply depend on 
the kind of competition and the reason for that specific one. I would like to remind that 
the bill is not all about the money - its focus is to provide a different way for players to 
have fun within the server and for players to know one another and to provide you, or 
anyone with a new way to be “involved” within the server. [TalonPlays, Independent] 

12. Why/how could you convince sponsors to donate money to the event if they know that 
the money will likely not be returned to them? And because money can be used in so 
few ways, is there any additional motivation to draw people to the events? [CackleFresh, 
MP, PFG] 

13. To answer your questions, it has been said that money is a side effect; a side effect. The 
bill states that money is not necessary. The reason that you could have an “incentive” for 
the money might be for your personal purpose. It doesn’t matter if there is a prize or not; 
it doesn’t matter if people donate. What does matter is that the purpose of the bill is 
achieved- to provide variety and new things and (hopefully) provide unity. [TalonPlays, 
Independent] 

14. Talon, would you expect that an unfinished and incomplete resolution would be accepted 
by the senate?! They do either one of the following- 1) amend however they want 
without giving a second thought about your goals or 2) BAM. REJECTED. Good luck 
with your bills. [_ezzo, MP, NCP] 
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Division:  

A Y E S N O E S 

1. Number_101 
2. TalonPlays 
3. ROM5419 

1. Hinwapoon 
2. CackleFresh 
3. Blalex 
4. _AngelKevin_ 
5. _ezzo 
6. y0urs_Tru1y 
7. Starcubed 

 
AYES: 3  NOES: 12 
Motion is therefore negated. 
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Competitions of WolvHaven 

 

A 

B I L L 

TO 

 

Put competitions and tournaments in WolvHaven. 

 

Be it enacted by the president of the city-state of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent of the 

Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows - 

 

1. New ways for players to earn money 

a. The tournaments could have prizes of different levels, ranging from money to 

items. This could give ways for players that don’t want to play on Pangaea to earn 

money. Then, these players could be more active on the server.  

b. The funding for these tournaments and competitions could come in a few 

varieties 

i. Entry Fees (recommended) 

ii. Donations to the prize pool 

iii. Organizers donate their in-game money 

2. Frequency of competition 

a. These competitions could happen every 2 weeks. 

b. They would alternate with Parliament weeks. 

i. Example:  January 7th is a day of Parliament. The next saturday is 

January 14th, where a tournament is hosted. The next parliament is 

January 21st. The pattern continues. 

c. Should they interfere with any major event such as elections or server resets, the 

competitions will be rescheduled or cancelled. 

3. Types of competition 

a. These tournaments can include, but are not limited to: 

i. Trivia (similar to 100 ways to die, by MrCrainer, SSundee and Ambrew) 

ii. Skin Competitions 

iii. Elytra Flying 
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iv. Splegg 

b. Other ideas may be submitted 

4. Location 

a. The location would be a complex problem, but with ways to work. 

i. The Stadium is relatively unused, and could work. 

ii. The general city of WolvHaven 

iii. Creative Plots, Gardellia, or Pangaea. 

5. Short Title 

a. This act may be cited as the WolvHaven Competition Bill, 2017 

6. Implementation 

a. This act will go into effect immediately after it receives approval from the 

president. 
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17Q303.002
 

Bill Name: 
Anti-alt for Driving Exam 

Tabled By: 
Spaceinvader11, Independent 

Debate: 
1. There have been recent cases of people who got blacklisted using alts to bypass 

blacklists. The current laws allow bypassing, as long as they do not use the new account 
to break the driving rules, but these alts are a wastage of the time and resources of 
many examiners. Because of all these extra accounts wanting driver, examiners will get 
more lazy because of the extra work. Getting rid of these alts will allow both people who 
never broke the rules before who want to be driver to get a larger opportunity to, but also 
increasing examiner productivity. [Spaceinvader11, Independent] [Opening Speech] 

2. Waste of time, they’ll still get blacklisted anyways and there is no more derail, so the 
black points are rarely needed. Whoever is blacklisted usually repeats this mistake 
forever and alts don’t appear to be alts until later on. As an examiner that never did his 
job, NONE of the alts probably wasted the examiner’s time, I rarely, if ever, see people 
teaching how to drive anymore. Guys, no need for this. It’s a waste of time, I promise. 
[_ezzo, MP, NCP] 

3. I still do not believe that real life finances should play a factor in driver licensing. We 
shouldn't discriminate based on how readily available a credit card is to someone to buy 
an alt. You’re still the same person even if you’re under a different facade. Similarly, a 
photographer is still the same photographer even if he changes his camera. 
[Ninjabob1797, Independent] 
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Division:  

A Y E S N O E S 

1. Hinwapoon 
2. Ninjabob1797 
3. Aldranster50 
4. ROM5419 
5. y0urs_Tru1y 
6. Starcubed 

1. _Ezzo 
2. CackleFresh 

 
AYES: 8  NOES: 4 
Motion is therefore resolved in the affirmative. 
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Anti-Alt For Driving Exam 

 

A 

B I L L 

TO 

 

To put an end to bypassing driving blacklist 

 

Be it enacted by the president of the city-state of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent of the 

Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows - 

 

1. Making It Fair 

a. There was one driver who was blacklisted recently and used an alt to bypass 

blacklist. 

b. This user got passed and it is unfair to drivers who actually do it right the first 

time or trainees not breaking the rules. 

i. It doesn’t make sense as if in a ban, people who use an alt to bypass a ban, 

they will get their alt banned as well, but in the driving system, an alt for 

bypassing a blacklist does not get banned. 

2. Wastage Of Time and Resources 

a. If there is one examiner on, it will take time away from the examiner to train 

people who actually have not broken the rules and wasting it on people who just 

bypass the blacklist with an alt. 

b. An examiner must also take away one’s free time for these people who use alts to 

bypass their blacklist, taking away their time to explore the city, play survival, 

and building in sandbox and gardellia. 

i. Having these extra alts taking examiners’ free time, making examiners 

annoyed.  

3. Punishment 

a. Players using the bypass scheme will get all their alts blacklisted IMMEDIATELY 

and never be able to get examined for driving AGAIN.  

i. Alts that already passed the test and cleared will get licenses REVOKED in 

addition to the above punishments 

4. Prevention 
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a. IPs of players that are part of the ring, or suspected to be in the ring, will be 

logged by admins 

b. New drivers on the list will have their ips checked and if it is matched with a 

logged ip, the account will be blacklisted immediately as well. 

5. Short Title 

a. This act may be cited as the WolvHaven Anti-Alt For Driving Exam Bill, 2017 

6. Implementation 

a. This act will go into effect immediately after it receives approval from the 

president. 
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17Q303.003
 

Bill Name: 
Citizen Authentication Bill 

Tabled By: 
Starcubed, Independent 

Debate: 
1. Basically, make sure the citizens have discord so that, if they commit a crime, we can 

make sure we have a reliable means of contacting them. Ok, so if a citizen is found guilty 
of leaving the WolvHaven discord, they shall be demoted to tourist and the will be 
required to wait one month before they can retake the citizen tes. As for existing citizens 
that do not have discord, they must join the discord within a week of this bill’s approval.. 
[Starcubed, Independent][Opening speech] 

2. Wolvhaven already requires new citizens to get a discord so that they can apply for 
citizenship and also, we already have a contacting system within the server that can 
reach out to all players. But, I believe demoting citizens just because they left the discord 
server is not fair. [Aldranster50, MP, RCP] 

3. I would like to point out a personal experience. Remember when you all got pissed at me 
for spamming in discord, although i did not get punished, I took it upon myself to fix my 
actions. So, I left the discord for about a week in order to prevent incidents from 
happening again. Making leaving discord as a crime is totally unfair in a sense that 
people who don’t want to be around discord and for spamming incidents where in the 
player tries to redeem himself  only to be punished further. [Number_101, Independent] 

4. Can I recommend an amendment? Similarly to the removal of Gard towns, let there be a 
system in place to exempt special cases. [Ninjabob1797, Independent]  

5. Can I add another amendment to the bill? If a citizen commits a crime and then leaves, 
they shall be banned accordingly. [Starcubed, Independent] 

6. I would like to ask my honourable friend Starcubed, how do you define crimes? 
[Hinwapoon, MP, NCP] 

7. So like if someone does a major grief and then leaves, they will be permanently banned. 
And i can’t think of any other examples. Wait. Nevermind. Finish [Starcubed, 
Independent] 
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Division:  

A Y E S N O E S 

1. Starcubed 
2. Ninjabob1797 

1. Hinwapoon 
2. ROM5419 
3. Blalex 
4. Aldranster50 
5. y0urs_Tru1y 

 
AYES: 2  NOES: 9 
Motion is therefore negated. 
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Citizen Authentication Bill 

 

A 

B I L L 
TO 

 

Verify the validity of WolvHaven Citizenship 

 

Be it enacted by the president of the city-state of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent of the 

Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows - 

 

1. All Citizens shall not leave the WolvHaven Discord 

a. If a citizen is found guilty of leaving the WolvHaven Discord, they shall be 

demoted to [Tourist] and shall receive a 1 month probation period before they are 

allowed to re-apply for citizenship 

b. If a citizen commits a crime and then leaves, they shall be banned accordingly’ 

c. An exemption will be granted in special circumstances. Example: when one needs 

to remove themselves from the discord server to “cool down” 

 

2. Existing Citizens that are not in the WolvHaven Discord shall be demoted 

a. If a Citizen is not already in the WolvHaven Discord, they shall have 1 week to 

join back the WolvHaven Discord or else their Citizenship shall be revoked. 

 

3. Implementation 

a. The bill shall go into effect as soon as passed. 
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